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trostatics of skim milk and employ such
readily available household components
as gelatin, rubber bands, and laser pointers. Many interesting concepts are relegated to the appendices, which reward
careful reading. These
range from a consideration of the dilational invariance of random walks
to a presentation of the
celebrated Gauss-Bonnet
theorem (which seems as
much a miracle as it is differential geometry).
The book’s fairly short
length required the authors
to make hard choices. As a
result, the coverage is uneven and there are notable
omissions. (For example,
the rotational-isomerization-state model for polymer conformations is only
discussed qualitatively, as
are semiflexible chains.) In addition, readers would benefit from having more
worked problems. On the other hand, the
book is very readable, and it can be easily
adapted for a one-semester or a one-quarter
course. Instead of opting for an encyclopedic treatment, Witten and Pincus cultivate a
physicist’s style of thought and intuition,
which often renders knowledge weightless.
Structured Fluids belongs on one’s shelf
beside recent works by Paul Chaikin and
Tom Lubensky (8), Jacob Israelachvili (9),
and Ronald Larson (10). These books rectify and expand prevailing notions of what
condensed matter physics can be.
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new branch of biophysics. Most larger
physics departments now have faculty who
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cal engineering. However,
introducing students to the
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between the solid and fluid states. because of the lack of suitThese materials have neither the crys- able textbooks. Thus the aptalline symmetry of solids, nor the uniform pearance of Structured
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liquid crystal consists of a one-dimensional, Surfactants by Tom Witten
solid-like, periodic stack of two-dimensional and Phil Pincus, two piofluid monolayers. Liquid crystals, poly- neers in the field, is particumers, and colloids are commonly cited ex- larly welcome.
Witten and Pincus (from
amples, but soft matter also encompasses
surfactants, foams, granular matter, and the physics departments at
networks (for example, glues, rubbers, the University of Chicago
and the University of
gels, and cytoskeletons), to name a few.
The interactions that govern the behavior California, Santa Barbara, reof soft matter are often weak and compara- spectively) give us a tutorial
ble in strength to thermal fluctuations. Thus for thinking about polymers,
these usually fragile forms of matter can re- colloids, and surfactants using a unifiedspond much more strongly to stress, electric, scaling approach in the tradition of de
or magnetic fields than can solid-state sys- Gennes’s classic monograph in polymer
tems. Common themes in the behavior of physics (7). They begin with a review of statissoft matter include the propensity for self- tical mechanics, and then they proceed to deorganized structures (usually at length velop the tools needed to make simple estiscales larger than molecular sizes), self- mates by thinking in terms of important length
organized dynamics, and complex adaptive scales and time scales in a given phenomenon.
behavior (often in the form of large macro- For example: How do we estimate viscosities?
scopic changes triggered by small micro- How do colloids aggregate? What does a polyscopic stimuli). These themes can be seen in mer look like at different length scales in difa wide range of examples from the recent ferent conditions, and how does that influence
literature: shape-memory polymers for the way it moves? What concentrations of surfactant do we need for entangled
“smart,” self-knotting surgical
wormlike micelles to form?
sutures (1), DNA-cationic memStructured Fluids
Witten and Pincus demonstrate
brane complexes in artificial
Polymers, Colloids,
how to come up with real numgene delivery systems (2), colSurfactants
bers for actual materials systems.
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teins (4), and electronic liquid $74.50, £39.95. ISBN mental details. Too few physics
textbooks explain how a polycrystalline phases in quantum 0-19-852688-1.
mer is made, much less menHall systems (5). (In the last
tion recent synthetic strategies
case, we have come full circle, to
where soft and hard condensed matter for controlling sequence and length with
physics meet.) To a traditional condensed- recombinant DNA technology. This book
matter physicist, the above list may sound at also offers an excellent, concise introducbest like the animal classifications in Jorge tion to scattering methods, in which difLuis Borges’s imaginary Chinese encyclo- fraction is presented not so much as the inpedia (6), but the field’s broad conceptual terference of scattered waves from atomic
planes (as described in classic solid state
reach is one of its strengths.
A young but already diverse field, soft physics textbooks) but as a Fourier transcondensed matter physics is expanding the form of a density-density correlation funcprovince of physics in new and unexpected tion. This more powerful formulation facildirections. For example, it has generated a itates generalization to diffraction from
fractals and weakly ordered systems.
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